Ileria
With a striking profile and expansive
exterior spaces, the latest yacht from
Proteksan Turquoise is the result of
an interesting balance between
volume and fine dÉcor
words: Bruno Cianci
photography: Thierry Ameller
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‘The owner had a
clear picture of what
he wanted in terms of
styles, shades and materials’
Many stories of success come from happy

same range of very light shades, with a contemporary
feeling and central Asian touches – the owner being
boatbuilding industry are not exceptions. Since the
originally from that region.’
Turkish yard Proteksan Turquoise and French designer
‘In early 2010,’ says Chris Dawson of owner’s
Jean-Guy Vergès began working together in the 1990s,
representative Master Yachts, ‘we were invited by the
their ever-strengthening partnership has led to the birth
owner to advise on and manage the construction of
of 10 yachts, all of which have gained a certain amount
Ileria, from inception through to completion. This was
of attention.
undertaken with care and diligence to ensure the end
Sometimes, as in the case of the lines and interior
result precisely mirrored the owner’s vision and
design of a previous Proteksan yacht and Ileria, one
expectations.’ The owner is a self-made businessman
yacht has significantly influenced the other. ‘The owner
who loves Turkey, cruising in the Eastern Mediterranean
of Ileria had a clear picture of what he wanted in terms
and spending time on board with his friends and family.
of styles, shades and materials,’ says
Proteksan Turquoise has produced a
The yacht’s many social
Vergès, ‘and a visit on board my previous exterior spaces include
yacht of which her owner is justifiably
work with Proteksan Turquoise helped me this dining area aft on the proud. Ileria, at 50.4 metres, is a goodupper deck (above), and
get a better feeling of his wishes and
sized full-displacement yacht; built to the
the sundeck (opposite),
expectations. Besides large volumes, the with excellent views and
highest European standards, she features a
owner wanted contrasting woods with off- wraparound seating
sleek profile and lines, which remind many
white lacquer and mixed fabrics of the
of Vicky with her voluminous interior and

partnerships,
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Beyond the upper saloon,
the open aft deck offers
a seating area whose
centrepiece is a teak
dining table with a buffet
for service on the port side

Her exceptional outside deck spaces flow
beautifully from the beach club aft, up
to the sundeck three decks above
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‘An efficient, clear and
clean layout makes her
very easy to live on
board in comfort’

well balanced spaces on every deck. All More comfortable
Another highlight, according to the
these assets made this yacht a success at seating – and signature
designer, ‘is the interior’s styling with a mix
patterned rugs – in the
the Monaco Yacht Show in September.
of very contemporary loose furniture and
main saloon looking
Ileria combines large spaces and volumes towards the aft deck
restyled pieces of historic details (from the
with a modern interior. The latter features (above and opposite)
owner’s country of origin) such as the
seven suites, including a full-beam master
doors’ motif and bedside panelling taken
and VIP suites on the main deck, with a
from an ancient Central Asian rug pattern
further VIP on the upper deck. The exterior design and the
that I reworked to suit the overall interior design’. The
engineering are the work of the builder (hence the
use of such rectangular patterns, visible everywhere, has
similarity to Vicky), while the designer, based in Mandelieusomehow become Vergès’ trademark. ‘Yes, most of the
La Napoule, south eastern France, conceived her light,
yachts I do get a specific motif,’ he agrees. ‘Each of them
bright and airy interior and her exceptional outside deck
is particular and unique as it reflects either a typical
spaces that flow beautifully from the beach club aft, up to
detail found in the history of art of the country of origin
the sundeck three decks above. ‘An efficient, clear and
of the owner, or recalls a place around the world he feels
clean layout makes this yacht very easy to live on board in
close to.’
comfort,’ says Vergès, ‘while large open decks, a specific
The choice of colour scheme and finishing materials,
request from the owner, complete this picture.’
chosen in complete autonomy by Vergès (‘I was not
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Built to the highest European
standards, she features a
sleek profile and lines, with
a voluminous interior and
well balanced spaces
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‘The interior and exterior
spaces available are simply
exceptional for her length’

influenced by Proteksan on this respect: Formal dining for 12
The general arrangement of Ileria is
I did my selection and presented it to the (opposite) is still a light,
largely conventional but, as Vergès says,
owner for approval’), also greatly influenced airy experience, with a
this enables easy on board living. Two
post dinner drink
the final result: ‘There is a mix of classic beckoning in the saloon.
double and two twin cabins are located on
pattern walnut wood cut by contemporary The galley (above right) is
the lower deck, while another VIP suite is
matt and glossy off-white lacquers which conveniently forward on
on the bridge deck, to port. The main
the same deck
creates a real modern interior,’ adds Vergès,
saloon is complete with sofas, easy chairs,
‘still keeping the overall warm and cosy feeling.’ High
side and coffee tables. Out from the main saloon to the
quality Turkish stones gave the final touch in all the en
open aft deck is a seating area whose fulcrum is a teak
suites. The warm walnut parquet and the bright leather
dining table with a buffet for service on the port side.
panelling work, finished with stitching edges, are the
The galley is on the main deck, with a pantry servicing
final touches of quality in Ileria’s interiors and
the dining. The latter, seating 12 people and occasionally
correspond to the owner’s taste.
14, is ideal for entertaining.
Ileria is now managed by Master Yachts. The owner
The full-beam owner’s suite with king-sized berth is
was so delighted with the yacht on delivery that Dawson
aft of the owner’s bathroom, which features steam room,
was asked to undertake the management role for the
shower and separate oval bathtub. The owner’s office is
vessel, and provide the ongoing professional service for
aft of the owner’s suite and adjacent to the on-deck VIP
which his firm is known. ‘If I was to pick out the facets
suite. An astonishing sea view can be fully enjoyed even
of the vessel that stand out,’ Dawson says, ‘the interior
while seated at the desk.
and exterior spaces available are simply exceptional for
The upper deck aft area and upper deck lounge
her length. This has been achieved whilst maintaining
ensure privacy for relaxation whilst providing flexibility
the pleasing exterior lines of the yacht. Also, the quality
for a variety of uses. Opposite the pantry to starboard is
of finish of the interior is first class and the sound levels,
a second VIP suite with queen berth, adjoining bathroom
especially in the guest areas and guest cabins, are
and more windows providing spectacular views. The
remarkably low.’
upper saloon on this deck is light, bright and airy and
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An astonishing
sea view can be
fully enjoyed
even while sitting
at the desk

features a large-screen TV that can be The patterned rug in the
There are four guest suites on the lower
raised and lowered for use. The outside owner’s suite (above),
deck. Two have queen berths and en suites
deck behind the upper saloon has a teak offsets the palette of
with bathtubs, while there are two twin
patterned walnut and
dining table seating up to 14 with buffet off-white lacquers in the
cabins, both with Pullman berths and en
servers nearby and deep seating all the contemporary design
suites with marble lined showers. Aft is a
evident throughout
way aft with sunpads.
spacious garage where a 6.2 metre Castoldi
The sundeck, probably the owner’s
tender and water toys are safely stored,
favourite area, boasts a vista seating area forward with
including two Kawasaki jet skis. The garage is fitted with
wraparound seating and coffee tables on both sides.
a two-tonne telescopic crane, while another crane
There is a bar – soon to be fitted with five stools – with
located just in front of the wheelhouse, to port, serves
a shaded dining area aft and a fully shaded lounging
the rescue boat only. Ileria carries up to 11 crew plus
area with coffee table and armchairs. The sundeck
captain (in six en suite cabins) to ensure the owner
hardtop has a sliding sunshade, while a spa pool is all
and his guests have a truly private and relaxed
the way aft, rather than in front, with more sunpads
yacht experience.
positioned on both sides. In normal conditions this area
Powered by two Caterpillar 3508B 1,100hp engines,
is used either as a relaxing chill-out area or as a focus for
Ileria achieves a top speed of just over 14 knots with a
larger events with family or friends, but at the owner’s
range of 4,500 nautical miles at the cruising speed of 12
request it can be quickly turned into an outdoor gym.
knots. She is equipped with zero speed stabilisers
The wheelhouse, where wood and black leather are
assuring on-board comfort when the yacht is both
the main materials, features vertical windows with good
anchored or under way.
visibility that could have been improved still further had
A beautifully balanced, well thought-out boat,
smaller LCD navigation screens been installed. The
designed to the highest specification, Ileria is proof
ships office and radio room are to port, with access to
again, not only of the strong Proteksan Turquoise
the captain’s cabin to starboard, the latter offering both
reputation for global standards of
More on
a queen berth and an en suite. All the navigation
quality, but also of the value of a really
equipment here is by Furuno of Japan.
good partnership.
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Wraparound seating
forward on the sundeck
offers ideal views

The crane and rescue
tender are located in front
of the wheelhouse

Just aft of the large upper saloon is
a teak exterior dining table for 12

The main saloon flows through to
the formal dining area amidships,
with galley and pantry adjacent

The owner’s quarters offer a lounge area, desk and huge
bathroom forward. The VIP suite is directly aft

The crew quarters, laundry and
mess are all tucked forward on
the lower deck

Most of the guest accommodation is grouped
around the central staircase amidships

ileria Proteksan Turquoise Yachts
LOA 50.4m
LWL 45.7m
Beam 9.3m

Engines
2 x Cat 3508B C-rating;
1,100bhp @ 1,600rpm each

Draught 3.2m

Speed (max/cruise)
14 knots/12 knots

Displacement
600 tonnes

Range at 12 knots
4,500nm

Gross tonnage
707GT

Bowthruster
1 x HRP, 100kW
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Generators
2x Caterpillar C9, 148ekW

Tenders
1 x 6.2m Castoldi Jet

Naval architecture
Proteksan Turquoise

Fuel capacity
87,000 litres

Construction
Steel hull; aluminium
superstructure

Interior and
exterior design
Jean-Guy Vergès Design

Classification
ABS @, A1 Yachting
Services, (E), @AMS,
ACCU, MCA, LY2

Owner’s representative
Master Yachts Consultancy
t: +34 971 220 562
e: info@masteryachts.com

Freshwater capacity
27,000 litres
Owner and guests 12
Crew 12

Builder/year
Proteksan Turquoise/2013
Istanbul, Turkey
t: +90 216 493 82 48
e: info@proteksanturquoise.com
w: proteksan-turquoise.com

